
BARC Launch Fees / Limits 

 R5, 07/04/17 

Rocket clubs do not survive without launch activities. These activities do not occur without some cost 
to the club.  Specialized equipment is needed and must be maintained, materials are used, and 
property owners appreciate (sometimes require) monetary contributions for the privilege of using their 
property).  Because of this, BARC assess launch fees according to the following table: 
 

Motor Impulse 
Rating 

BARC 
Member Fee 

Non-Member 
Fee 

A - C None (1) 

D – G None (2) 

(H-K) (3,4) (5,6) (2) 

 
 Notes: (1) No fee for 1st launch day - Must join BARC before, or at, 2nd launch. 
 (2) Non-members must first join BARC. 
 (3) Unless authorized by the RSO, HPR launch weight is limited to ≤ 35 Lbm 

and a combined total motor impulse rating ≤ 2,560 N-sec. 
 (4) Any rocket whose single stage motor exceeds 80N avg. thrust, or 160 N-sec 

total impulse, or uses titanium sponge (a sparky motor), or a complex 
motor stage whose combined impulse >320 N-sec. 

 (5) $10 each launch day, or $60 for the entire year. Prepaid fees are non-
refundable. 

 (6) Club President exempt. 

 

BARC LAUNCH SITE WADDING POLICY 
BARC desires to minimize visible biodegradable debris left on properties used for its launch 

activities. To that end, the following policy is implemented. 

 
The general use(1) of wadding sheets is not permitted at BARC launch sites. 

 
In place of wadding rocketeers may use ‘dog barf’ (shredded cellulose) or parachute 

protectors designed to remain with the rocket after recovery system deployment such as 
those made from NOMEX, KEVLAR, or other similar fire retardant material. 

 
To facilitate this policy, BARC will provide shredded cellulose material 
at its launch sites (at no cost) to those who intend to launch rockets. 

 
“Dog barf” is recommended for rockets whose airframe diameters are 1” (or less), whereas 

baffling systems, or parachute protectors are available for airframe diameters 1” and up. 
 

Note: (1) For certain competition events some wadding may be permitted and will be identified 
as such prior to the event. 


